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consider these cases of misdirected human activity each in the name of science the illinois department
of conservation spent 180 000 to study the contents of owl vomit georgia state university psychology
professor james dabbs discovered in 1988 that trial lawyers have about 30 percent more testosterone
in their bodies than normal people regardless of gender dabbs stated in the journal of applied social
psychology that high testosterone levels are often linked to aggressiveness and antisocial behavior we
all knew that lawyers were full of something now we know it s testosterone what do stinky cheese and
unclean feet have in common they both attract mosquitoes according to a november 8 1996 article
from reuters you see stupidity everywhere this book can fix that this book will change your life every
day you re driven nuts by the people around you making common sense errors and irrational decisions
imagine what life would look like if you didn t have to waste time and energy dealing with stubborn
clueless argumentative defensive or apathetic coworkers thank goodness eric bailey translates
decades of brain science research into every day language helping you break through common
communication barriers that will improve every relationship in your life whether you work in the
executive suite or on the front line this book will teach you how to cure the stupidity all around you
with a following approaching the likes of neil degrasse tyson leah elson draws upon her wildly popular
web series 60 seconds of science for an irreverent debut that answers all sorts of scientific questions
from the age old to the ridiculous to the sublime posed by her fans around the world there are no
stupid questions in science was born from leah s popular web series 60 seconds of science wherein her
avid followers from all around the world suggest topics to be explained within sixty seconds in the vein
of astrophysics for people in a hurry by neil degrasse tyson and the complete manual of things that
might kill you a guide to self diagnosis for hypochondriacs by jen bilik there are no stupid questions in
science provides easy to understand and delightfully cheeky explanations for scientific and medical
quandaries and is appropriate for everyone from those with no prior scientific knowledge to colleagues
in the scientific field this funny extraordinary and thought provoking the wall street journal book asks
whether we are in fact the superior species as it turns out the truth is stranger and far more
interesting than we have been led to believe if nietzsche were a narwhal overturns everything we
thought we knew about human intelligence and asks the question would humans be better off as
narwhals or some other less brainy species there s a good argument to be made that humans might be
a less successful animal species precisely because of our amazing complex intelligence all our unique
gifts like language math and science do not make us happier or more successful evolutionarily
speaking than other species our intelligence allowed us to split the atom but we ve harnessed that
knowledge to make machines of war we are uniquely susceptible to bullshit though cuttlefish may be
the best liars in the animal kingdom our bizarre obsession with lawns has contributed to the growing
threat of climate change we are sexually diverse like many species yet stand apart as homophobic and
discriminate among our own as if its natural which it certainly is not is our intelligence more of a curse
than a gift as scientist justin gregg persuasively argues there s an evolutionary reason why human
intelligence isn t more prevalent in the animal kingdom simply put non human animals don t need it to
be successful and miraculously their success arrives without the added baggage of destroying
themselves and the planet in the process in seven mind bending and hilarious chapters gregg
highlights one feature seemingly unique to humans our use of language our rationality our moral
systems our so called sophisticated consciousness and compares it to our animal brethren along the
way remarkable tales of animal smarts emerge as you ll discover a dazzling delightful read on what
animal cognition can teach us about our own mental shortcomings adam grant the house cat who s
better at picking winning stocks than actual fund managers elephants who love to drink pigeons who
are better than radiologists at spotting cancerous tissue bumblebees who are geniuses at teaching
each other soccer what emerges is both demystifying and remarkable and will change how you look at
animals humans and the meaning of life itself san francisco chronicle bestseller bookriot best books of
the year next big idea book club best science books of the year i love the book and everyone should
read it ryan holiday undeniably entertaining thenew york times the theory of evolution has changed so
much claiming that humans are closely related genetically to chimps mice donkeys and even fish that
the theory is now a blurred mess masquerading as a scientific fact it s a theory built on countless
speculations scientific fraud and multiple conflicting theories garnering the evidence from biology
chemistry genetics geology history paleontology and physics evolution is exposed as a racist
philosophy and a false science that provided the scientific justification for the holocaust and other
genocides including the plot to silently exterminate american minorities through abortion and birth
control the evidence for evolution is examined in the light of genuine science you may not like what
you read but you can t argue with the facts there is a lot of stupid research out there and many stupid
questions remain this book surveys then builds upon the work of cipolla dunning kruger peter murphy
and other luminous minds to explore the fascinating behaviors of stupidity idiocy and foolishness and
in doing so discovers the dangerous villains who would make fools of us all and a tenuous hope for our
own heroism would such heroism be brave or stupid the easy and fun way in which this book simplifies
mathematically challenging concepts lets you explore the latest advances of qualitative reasoning and
computer science to see those seeds of common sense currently being planted in artificial intelligence
and glimpse an end to stupidity don t merely marvel at morons easy to use detection systems are
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included in these pages to accurately measure the stupidity surrounding yourself at home and work
and prepare you to not only predict this dangerous phenomenon but prevent it as well contents
introduction the village idiot mathematically defining scientifically observing and methodologically
analyzing idiocy stupidity and foolishness definitions and observational methodology axiomatic
definition of stupidity figure 1 human stupidity axiomatic definition of idiocy figure 2 human idiocy
figure 3 moronic foolishness axiomatic definition of a moron or fool making fools out of intelligent
people quantifying measurements of stupidity idiocy and foolishness quantifying stupidity idiocy and
foolishness relative measurements and objectivity why objectivity is a cause for intelligence
implications measurement of ignorance is always subjective systemic measurements stupid
assumptions idiotic and foolish assumptions foolproofing the game of idiots applications of game
theory logical fallacy of the premise of free choice foolishness is sometimes unavoidable and
maliciously inflicted methods of inducing stupidity intelligence is also sometimes unavoidable and may
be bestowed the game of idiots foolproofing fallacy that a fool and his money are soon parted fools are
not nor do they become resource poor relevance of overplacement and overestimation bias to the
cause and nature of stupidity bias of overplacement and overestimation the dunning kruger effect bias
is inevitable due to the way competence is obtained a measure of competence toward quantitative
reasoning and common sense through metacognition murphy s law and the persistence of fools the
peter principle and the logic of despair qualitative reasoning as a consequence of metacognition
magnitude of the dunning kruger effect is variable fallacy of quantitative reasoning qualitative
reasoning or common sense hanlon s razor quality control glimpses of evil villainy figure 4 increasing
costs of villainy over time axiomatic definition of villainy the intelligent villain functional sickness why
do no harm progression and regression of villainy losing and gaining trust preventing attacks of
villains and bandits disguised as fools weaponized incompetence sabotage hate crimes versus
terrorism true villainy heroes brave or stupid conclusion the fool s journey ending human stupidity
designing defensive systems against stupidity and villainy a new management system profound
knowledge the limit of foolishness suggested further reading and bibliography new expanded edition
that includes an additional 73 pages of feedback and discussion packed with information pertinent to
the question of why the theory of evolution is not scientific and not supported by real science a
humorous and just a bit sarcastic no nonsense frontal attack on the theory of evolution and its fanatical
religious nature the tactics evolutionists use to try to intimidate those who don t agree with their
mythology the search for extraterrestrial intelligence and the answer to the question how did nothing
become something and turn itself into everything a hilarious look at how the line between genius and
extremely lucky idiot is finer than we d like to admit the more you delve into the stories behind history
s greatest names the more you realise they have something in common a mystifying lack of common
sense take marie curie famous for both discovering radioactivity and having absolutely zero lab safety
protocols or lord byron who literally took a bear with him to university or james glaisher a hot air
balloon pioneer who nearly ended up as the world s first human satellite from nikola tesla falling in
love with a pigeon to non swimmer albert einstein s near fatal love of sailing holidays the limits of
genius is filled with examples of the so called brightest and best of humanity doing to put it bluntly
some really dumb shit these are the stories that deserve to be told but never are the hilarious
regrettable and downright baffling lesser known achievements of the men and women who somehow
managed to bungle their way into our history books matthijs van boxsel believes that no one is
intelligent enough to understand their own stupidity in the encyclopædia of stupidity he shows how
stupidity manifests itself in all areas in everyone at all times proposing that stupidity is the foundation
of our civilization in short sections with such titles as the blunderers club fools in hell genealogy of
idiots and the aesthetics of the empty gesture stupidity is analysed on the basis of fairy tales cartoons
triumphal arches garden architecture baroque ceilings jokes flimsy excuses and science fiction but van
boxsel wants to do more than just assemble a shadow cabinet of wisdom he tries to fathom the logic of
this opposite world where do understanding and intelligence begin and end he examines mythic fools
such as cyclops and king midas cities such as gotham archetypes including the dumb blonde and
traditionally stupid animals such as the goose the donkey and the headless chicken van boxsel posits
that stupidity is a condition for intelligence that blunders stimulate progress that failure is the basis
for success in this erudite and witty book he maintains that our culture is the product of a series of
failed attempts to comprehend stupidity the number one international bestseller we need books like
this one psychologist steven pinker at last stupidity explained and by some of the world s smartest
people among them daniel kahneman dan ariely alison gopnik howard gardner antonio damasio aaron
james and ryan holiday stupidity is all around us from the colleagues who won t stop hitting reply all to
the former school friends posting conspiracy theories on facebook but in order to battle idiocy we must
first understand it in the psychology of stupidity some of the world s leading psychologists and thinkers
including a nobel prize winner will show you why smart people sometimes believe in utter nonsense
how our lazy brains cause us to make the wrong decisions why trying to debate with fools is a trap how
media manipulation and internet overstimulation makes us dumber why the stupidest people don t
think they re stupid as long as there have been humans there has been human stupidity but with wit
and wisdom these great thinkers can help us understand this persistent human affliction becoming a
leader with purpose is a challenge even for the most successful boss the l3 fusion leadership model
outlined in this book is relatable and fun enabling you to develop your own path to success this book
will show you how to survive the stupid and ensure your capacity as a leader is never underestimated
learn how to create mental models to gain confidence in your abilities balance work with humor and
grace experience a quantum leap in your influence and effectiveness become more holistic enriching
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your body mind and spirit appreciate the importance of a supportive network modern science on the
subject says that there is a power in the universe this power lies within the matter that exists in its
domain which is a physical or natural object now it is this power that enables every physical to resist
any change in its present state of existence or state of motion to be precise they say that this power is
inertia a sort of inertness and source of this power is within every physical existence but it appears
that the source of this power of a physical existence is somewhere else in the universe but power of
the matrix is concentrated within a single object and the object is observer that is you so whatever you
observe in this nature you observe it because and only because you are allowed to observe it as if
human senses like vision or touch etc gifts of god to humankind are nothing but absolute limits the
matrix is so powerful in this universe that without even applying any real trick within an interval of 90
billion light years expense of the observable universe to 10 32 cm planck length far smaller than an
atom in space and in the interval of 13 7 billion years age of the universe to 10 44 seconds or planck
time in time it creates particles within the particle structures within the structure chaos within the
chaos even worlds within the worlds critics often warn that american schools are failing and that our
students are ill prepared for the challenges the future holds and may even be the dumbest generation
we can think of these claims as warning about a stupidity epidemic this essay begins by tracing the
history of the idea of that american students teachers and schools are somehow getting worse the
record shows that critics have been issuing such warnings for more than 150 years it then examines
four sets of data that speak to whether educational deterioration is taking place first data on
educational attainment show a clear trend more students are getting more education second
standardized test scores suggest that american students are performing somewhat better certainly
most test scores do not indicate that students are getting worse third measures of popular knowledge
also show evidence of improvement fourth there is clear evidence that iq scores have been rising in
other words the best available evidence fails to support claims about a stupidity epidemic the essay
then turns to exploring several reasons why belief in educational decline is so common and concludes
by suggesting some more useful ways to think about educational problems the goal of this new unique
series is to offer readable teachable thinking frames on today s social problems and social issues by
leading scholars all in short 60 page or shorter formats and available for view on routledge
customgateway com routledge social issues html for instructors teaching a wide range of courses in
the social sciences the routledge social issues collection now offers the best of both worlds originally
written short texts that provide overviews to important social issues as well as teachable excerpts from
larger works previously published by routledge and other presses a serious attempt to understand a
common phenomenon from the author of the nature of human intelligence psychology today one need
not look far to find breathtaking acts of stupidity committed by people who are smart or even brilliant
the behavior of clever individuals from presidents to prosecutors to professors is at times so amazingly
stupid as to seem inexplicable why do otherwise intelligent people think and behave in ways so stupid
that they sometimes destroy their livelihoods or even their lives this is an investigation of
psychological research to see what it can tell us about stupidity in everyday life the contributors to the
volume scholars in various areas of human intelligence present examples of people messing up their
lives and offer insights into the reasons for such behavior from a variety of perspectives the
contributors discuss the nature and theory of stupidity how stupidity contributes to stupid behavior
whether stupidity is measurable while many millions of dollars are spent each year on intelligence
research and testing to determine who has the ability to succeed next to nothing is spent to determine
who will make use of their intelligence and not squander it by behaving stupidly the contributors focus
on the neglected side of this discussion reviewing the full range of theory and research on stupid
behavior and analyzing what it tells us about how people can avoid stupidity and its devastating
consequences marvelous devilishly clever and culturally timely book a fascinating exploration choice
easily readable and well referenced may provide just enough momentum for change international
journal of intelligence modern science on the subject says that there is a power in the universe this
power lies within the matter that exists in its domain which is a physical or natural object now it is this
power that enables every physical to resist any change in its present state of existence or state of
motion to be precise they say that this power is inertia a sort of inertness and source of this power is
within every physical existence but it appears that the source of this power of a physical existence is
somewhere else in the universe but power of the matrix is concentrated within a single object and the
object is observer that is you so whatever you observe in this nature you observe it because and only
because you are allowed to observe it as if human senses like vision or touch etc gifts of god to
humankind are nothing but absolute limits the matrix is so powerful in this universe that without even
applying any real trick within an interval of 90 billion light years expense of the observable universe to
10 32 cm planck length far smaller than an atom in space and in the interval of 13 7 billion years age
of the universe to 10 44 seconds or planck time in time it creates particles within the particle
structures within the structure chaos within the chaos even worlds within the worlds a humorous
takeoff on science texts and lab manuals it is back to class for all of us we have forgotten so much of
what we were taught as we grew up no not what we were taught in public and private schools what we
are forgetting everything taught from the bible all of those lessons taught to us in church and sunday
school pertaining to the scriptures seem to have vanished from out minds so it is time for us to return
back to school and learn the values and morals that god had left us in scripture the dean of the school
is god and our professor is jesus christ we have many other teachers at the school including moses
david and the 11 disciples welcome to class inspiration 1 01 you will have 66 books for your study
material so let s get started as professor christ enters the classroom new edition the study of human
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stupidity is not a new science but it certainly makes fascinating reading an interesting thing about the
human race is that if there is a way to screw up someone will eventually stumble upon it enter the fool
by the author of the pattaya best seller money number one this the sequel to a fool in paradise adding
a further 32 stories to the colourful tapestry that is pattaya thailand in the opinion of many people
including the author pattaya is the most wonderful place on the planet as with a fool in paradise the
stories are all true or based on true events a brief history of pattaya takes a lighthearted look at what
the history books don t tell you whereas miss goodbar offers advice to foreign men on how to choose
woo and cohabit with their thai dream girl boys at play is the unofficial unauthorized and unholy
account of one holiday of lifetime when you take six mischievous aussie mates add ten days of
unsupervised freedom and put them together in south east asia s number one party town you get a
true adventure of unbelievable proportions full of fun laughter love sex and tragedy why tragedy
because none of them could ever speak about it except amongst themselves apart from one
photograph this remains the only record of their tale so pull up a chair take your shoes off and relax
for your reading pleasure the fool is back never kiss a rattlesnake put on the parachute before jumping
from the plane don t bring your dog along if you re going to rob a bank these seem like obvious enough
strategies but unfortunately we seem to be a race of rattlesnake kissers duh the stupid history of the
human race is a hilarious collection of the stupid things that people do even the really smart people
part 1 the stupid chronicles details the unbelievably idiotic things people have done organized by such
topics as politics history sports arts science and dumb plays in the face of fate part 2 everything you
always wanted to know about stupidity but were too smart to ask looks at the track record of human
stupidity in all its dumb glory and part 3 how to destupify offers tongue in cheek advice on how to
avoid ending up in a future edition of the book this book is in the form of an imagined dialogue in
which author a l kitselman answers questions argues and provokes to deepen the reader s
understanding of all the issues explored throughout kitselman challenges the impact vested interests
on modern scientific research and mathematics as well as exploring the limitations of all modern forms
of government first published in 1962 the themes explored as just as relevant today from the back
cover if you feel that the world is a mess and that perhaps you too are a mess welcome a democracy is
governed by persons who are elected by the average and the foolish and perhaps a few of the wise
such people are sometimes called the people s choice it seems to me that a large majority of the
citizens in any country are actively dissatisfied with the way things are being run with present
governments discontent seems to be the rule rather than the exception as i think about all this i find
myself amazed that i and all the other people in the world have put up with such childish forms of
government for so long how could we have been so stupid not just another book from the smartest man
alive inside the origins of mankind understanding human instincts people with extraordinary abilities
prophets the good the bad and the ugly the definition of religion how all these religions got here what
all religions have in common faith in science the birth of the universe the creation of the world and
even what really happened to the dinosaurs scientific illustration is a discipline that proves a desire to
learn about the world and record the unknown or recently discovered i am of the opinion that art and
science should always be brought closer together i applaud those who find efficient ways to construct
work that requires the self education of several disciplines and skills this book does indeed attempt to
combine art and science but in the worst way ever i have taken a scientific achievement and turned it
into post modern art which was then turned into a pointless coffee table book there are 100
illustrations in this book which are filled with absolute fluff these are the rantings of a drunk man
talking to his internet friends you will get nothing out of this except a few giggles and possibly
satisfaction that you bought a pointless icebreaker for parties stupid people are everywhere constantly
ruining everything politics religion science and social interactions are broken by stupid behavior so
often that good sense is the exception rather than the rule in any of them sometimes we are the stupid
people doing all of that even the allegedly brightest among you have likely reduced much of the world
down to an overly simplistic all or nothing mentality that will only get you so far at most to the
presidency this book is evidence free refusing to scare you with any pesky research that you will not
understand after luring you in i will kick you in the pants and insult you mercilessly because nobody
else has ever told you the plain old truth about anything seriously somebody should tell you no and
mean it at least once a day if you are already a parent who really takes part in raising kids you can
disregard this last part this book refuses to fix you because digits and pieces of paper do not do such
things instead i will explain why you may be unhappy due to your unquestioning acceptance of
incredibly stupid childish assumptions if you are unhappy you may find reasons for happiness here but
that will be mainly because you will notice how much better you feel after the kicks in the butt have
stopped 法然聖人が提唱し親鸞聖人が実践した 愚者 という生き方は わたしたちに多くのヒントを与えてくれる 愚 をキーワードに 西本願寺24代門主が わかりやすく説く宗祖 親鸞の
教え 本書は まるで末法の時代の人々のように 不安の日々を暮らす現代人にとっての人生の書である why is stupidity sublime what is the value of a
dialectics of ignorance for analysts and academics knowing nothing staying stupid draws on recent
research to provide a thorough and illuminating evaluation of the status of knowledge and truth in
psychoanalysis adopting a lacanian framework dany nobus and malcolm quinn question the basic
assumption that knowledge is universally good and describe how psychoanalysis is in a position to
place forms of knowledge in a dialectical relationship with non knowledge blindness ignorance and
stupidity the book draws out the implications of a psychoanalytic theory of knowledge for the practices
of knowledge construction acquisition and transmission across the humanities and social sciences the
book is divided into two sections the first section addresses the foundations of a psychoanalytic
approach to knowledge as it emerges from clinical practice whilst the second section considers the
problems and issues of applied psychoanalysis and the ambiguous position of the analyst in the public
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sphere subjects covered include the logic of psychoanalytic discovery creative knowledge production
and institutionalised doctrine the desire to know versus the fall of knowledge epistemological
regression and the problem of applied psychoanalysis this provocative discussion of the dialectics of
knowing and not knowing will be welcomed by practicing psychoanalysts and students of
psychoanalytic studies but also by everyone working in the fields of social science philosophy and
cultural studies an a to z treasury of dumb disastrous and hard to believe human behavior from the
new york times bestselling author of stupid history a doctor s actual diagnostic notation the patient is
married but sexually active shooting reported at firing range the state columbia south carolina august
4 2006 arrested for public urination in bowling green ohio mr joshua pees the sentinel tribune bowling
green ohio september 5 2001 from absurd 911 calls to presidential philosophizing and foolish felons
leland gregory generates the best laughs by exposing the worst of human nature this best of collection
features fifty percent new material and fifty percent fan favorites arranged alphabetically by topic and
because the stories gregory chronicles are just that unbelievable each anecdote quote or factoid is
presented with relevant background information including its verified news source stopping losses
from accidental and malicious actions around the world users cost organizations billions of dollars due
to simple errors and malicious actions they believe that there is some deficiency in the users in
response organizations believe that they have to improve their awareness efforts and making more
secure users this is like saying that coalmines should get healthier canaries the reality is that it takes a
multilayered approach that acknowledges that users will inevitably make mistakes or have malicious
intent and the failure is in not planning for that it takes a holistic approach to assessing risk combined
with technical defenses and countermeasures layered with a security culture and continuous
improvement only with this kind of defense in depth can organizations hope to prevent the worst of the
cybersecurity breaches and other user initiated losses using lessons from tested and proven disciplines
like military kill chain analysis counterterrorism analysis industrial safety programs and more ira
winkler and dr tracy celaya s you can stop stupid provides a methodology to analyze potential losses
and determine appropriate countermeasures to implement minimize business losses associated with
user failings proactively plan to prevent and mitigate data breaches optimize your security spending
cost justify your security and loss reduction efforts improve your organization s culture business
technology and security professionals will benefit from the information provided by these two well
known and influential cybersecurity speakers and experts from the author of the international
bestseller debt the first 5 000 years comes a revelatory account of the way bureaucracy rules our lives
where does the desire for endless rules regulations and bureaucracy come from how did we come to
spend so much of our time filling out forms and is it really a cipher for state violence to answer these
questions the anthropologist david graeber one of our most important and provocative thinkers traces
the peculiar and unexpected ways we relate to bureaucracy today and reveals how it shapes our lives
in ways we may not even notice though he also suggests that there may be something perversely
appealing even romantic about bureaucracy leaping from the ascendance of right wing economics to
the hidden meanings behind sherlock holmes and batman the utopia of rules is at once a powerful
work of social theory in the tradition of foucault and marx and an entertaining reckoning with popular
culture that calls to mind slavoj zizek at his most accessible an essential book for our times the utopia
of rules is sure to start a million conversations about the institutions that rule over us and the better
freer world we should perhaps begin to imagine for ourselves in the past two decades the rise of a
particular commonplace in public debate has emerged on both the left and the right the threat of the
stupid far from a throwaway ad hominem stupidity has become a key trope for both explaining and
criticising the election results culture wars and the advances of post truth but how do we negotiate the
stupid in a meaningful way does critique and resistance depend on the mobilisation of intellect and
what does the prevalence of stupidity as a commonplace suggest about the risks of such a mobilisation
what are the resources to work through it outside of condemnation or insult taking the stupid as a
primary figure in today s cultural rhetoric tom grimwood uses internet memes film and media
alongside philosophical inquiry to present a series of interventions in the assumptions of what makes
the stupid dangerous and how to move beyond these assumptions into effective resistance



The Natural Science of Stupidity 1962 consider these cases of misdirected human activity each in the
name of science the illinois department of conservation spent 180 000 to study the contents of owl
vomit georgia state university psychology professor james dabbs discovered in 1988 that trial lawyers
have about 30 percent more testosterone in their bodies than normal people regardless of gender
dabbs stated in the journal of applied social psychology that high testosterone levels are often linked to
aggressiveness and antisocial behavior we all knew that lawyers were full of something now we know
it s testosterone what do stinky cheese and unclean feet have in common they both attract mosquitoes
according to a november 8 1996 article from reuters
The Natural Science of Stupidity. New Ed 1962 you see stupidity everywhere this book can fix that this
book will change your life every day you re driven nuts by the people around you making common
sense errors and irrational decisions imagine what life would look like if you didn t have to waste time
and energy dealing with stubborn clueless argumentative defensive or apathetic coworkers thank
goodness eric bailey translates decades of brain science research into every day language helping you
break through common communication barriers that will improve every relationship in your life
whether you work in the executive suite or on the front line this book will teach you how to cure the
stupidity all around you
Science and Stupidity 2012 with a following approaching the likes of neil degrasse tyson leah elson
draws upon her wildly popular web series 60 seconds of science for an irreverent debut that answers
all sorts of scientific questions from the age old to the ridiculous to the sublime posed by her fans
around the world there are no stupid questions in science was born from leah s popular web series 60
seconds of science wherein her avid followers from all around the world suggest topics to be explained
within sixty seconds in the vein of astrophysics for people in a hurry by neil degrasse tyson and the
complete manual of things that might kill you a guide to self diagnosis for hypochondriacs by jen bilik
there are no stupid questions in science provides easy to understand and delightfully cheeky
explanations for scientific and medical quandaries and is appropriate for everyone from those with no
prior scientific knowledge to colleagues in the scientific field
Stupid Science 2009-06-15 this funny extraordinary and thought provoking the wall street journal book
asks whether we are in fact the superior species as it turns out the truth is stranger and far more
interesting than we have been led to believe if nietzsche were a narwhal overturns everything we
thought we knew about human intelligence and asks the question would humans be better off as
narwhals or some other less brainy species there s a good argument to be made that humans might be
a less successful animal species precisely because of our amazing complex intelligence all our unique
gifts like language math and science do not make us happier or more successful evolutionarily
speaking than other species our intelligence allowed us to split the atom but we ve harnessed that
knowledge to make machines of war we are uniquely susceptible to bullshit though cuttlefish may be
the best liars in the animal kingdom our bizarre obsession with lawns has contributed to the growing
threat of climate change we are sexually diverse like many species yet stand apart as homophobic and
discriminate among our own as if its natural which it certainly is not is our intelligence more of a curse
than a gift as scientist justin gregg persuasively argues there s an evolutionary reason why human
intelligence isn t more prevalent in the animal kingdom simply put non human animals don t need it to
be successful and miraculously their success arrives without the added baggage of destroying
themselves and the planet in the process in seven mind bending and hilarious chapters gregg
highlights one feature seemingly unique to humans our use of language our rationality our moral
systems our so called sophisticated consciousness and compares it to our animal brethren along the
way remarkable tales of animal smarts emerge as you ll discover a dazzling delightful read on what
animal cognition can teach us about our own mental shortcomings adam grant the house cat who s
better at picking winning stocks than actual fund managers elephants who love to drink pigeons who
are better than radiologists at spotting cancerous tissue bumblebees who are geniuses at teaching
each other soccer what emerges is both demystifying and remarkable and will change how you look at
animals humans and the meaning of life itself san francisco chronicle bestseller bookriot best books of
the year next big idea book club best science books of the year i love the book and everyone should
read it ryan holiday undeniably entertaining thenew york times
The Cure for Stupidity 2019-06-05 the theory of evolution has changed so much claiming that
humans are closely related genetically to chimps mice donkeys and even fish that the theory is now a
blurred mess masquerading as a scientific fact it s a theory built on countless speculations scientific
fraud and multiple conflicting theories garnering the evidence from biology chemistry genetics geology
history paleontology and physics evolution is exposed as a racist philosophy and a false science that
provided the scientific justification for the holocaust and other genocides including the plot to silently
exterminate american minorities through abortion and birth control the evidence for evolution is
examined in the light of genuine science you may not like what you read but you can t argue with the
facts
There Are (No) Stupid Questions ... in Science 2023-06-27 there is a lot of stupid research out there
and many stupid questions remain this book surveys then builds upon the work of cipolla dunning
kruger peter murphy and other luminous minds to explore the fascinating behaviors of stupidity idiocy
and foolishness and in doing so discovers the dangerous villains who would make fools of us all and a
tenuous hope for our own heroism would such heroism be brave or stupid the easy and fun way in
which this book simplifies mathematically challenging concepts lets you explore the latest advances of
qualitative reasoning and computer science to see those seeds of common sense currently being
planted in artificial intelligence and glimpse an end to stupidity don t merely marvel at morons easy to



use detection systems are included in these pages to accurately measure the stupidity surrounding
yourself at home and work and prepare you to not only predict this dangerous phenomenon but
prevent it as well contents introduction the village idiot mathematically defining scientifically
observing and methodologically analyzing idiocy stupidity and foolishness definitions and observational
methodology axiomatic definition of stupidity figure 1 human stupidity axiomatic definition of idiocy
figure 2 human idiocy figure 3 moronic foolishness axiomatic definition of a moron or fool making fools
out of intelligent people quantifying measurements of stupidity idiocy and foolishness quantifying
stupidity idiocy and foolishness relative measurements and objectivity why objectivity is a cause for
intelligence implications measurement of ignorance is always subjective systemic measurements
stupid assumptions idiotic and foolish assumptions foolproofing the game of idiots applications of game
theory logical fallacy of the premise of free choice foolishness is sometimes unavoidable and
maliciously inflicted methods of inducing stupidity intelligence is also sometimes unavoidable and may
be bestowed the game of idiots foolproofing fallacy that a fool and his money are soon parted fools are
not nor do they become resource poor relevance of overplacement and overestimation bias to the
cause and nature of stupidity bias of overplacement and overestimation the dunning kruger effect bias
is inevitable due to the way competence is obtained a measure of competence toward quantitative
reasoning and common sense through metacognition murphy s law and the persistence of fools the
peter principle and the logic of despair qualitative reasoning as a consequence of metacognition
magnitude of the dunning kruger effect is variable fallacy of quantitative reasoning qualitative
reasoning or common sense hanlon s razor quality control glimpses of evil villainy figure 4 increasing
costs of villainy over time axiomatic definition of villainy the intelligent villain functional sickness why
do no harm progression and regression of villainy losing and gaining trust preventing attacks of
villains and bandits disguised as fools weaponized incompetence sabotage hate crimes versus
terrorism true villainy heroes brave or stupid conclusion the fool s journey ending human stupidity
designing defensive systems against stupidity and villainy a new management system profound
knowledge the limit of foolishness suggested further reading and bibliography
If Nietzsche Were a Narwhal 2022-08-09 new expanded edition that includes an additional 73 pages of
feedback and discussion packed with information pertinent to the question of why the theory of
evolution is not scientific and not supported by real science a humorous and just a bit sarcastic no
nonsense frontal attack on the theory of evolution and its fanatical religious nature the tactics
evolutionists use to try to intimidate those who don t agree with their mythology the search for
extraterrestrial intelligence and the answer to the question how did nothing become something and
turn itself into everything
EVOLUTION: A Grand Monument to Human Stupidity 2007-09-01 a hilarious look at how the line
between genius and extremely lucky idiot is finer than we d like to admit the more you delve into the
stories behind history s greatest names the more you realise they have something in common a
mystifying lack of common sense take marie curie famous for both discovering radioactivity and having
absolutely zero lab safety protocols or lord byron who literally took a bear with him to university or
james glaisher a hot air balloon pioneer who nearly ended up as the world s first human satellite from
nikola tesla falling in love with a pigeon to non swimmer albert einstein s near fatal love of sailing
holidays the limits of genius is filled with examples of the so called brightest and best of humanity
doing to put it bluntly some really dumb shit these are the stories that deserve to be told but never are
the hilarious regrettable and downright baffling lesser known achievements of the men and women
who somehow managed to bungle their way into our history books
Beyond Foolish 2023-10-09 matthijs van boxsel believes that no one is intelligent enough to
understand their own stupidity in the encyclopædia of stupidity he shows how stupidity manifests itself
in all areas in everyone at all times proposing that stupidity is the foundation of our civilization in short
sections with such titles as the blunderers club fools in hell genealogy of idiots and the aesthetics of
the empty gesture stupidity is analysed on the basis of fairy tales cartoons triumphal arches garden
architecture baroque ceilings jokes flimsy excuses and science fiction but van boxsel wants to do more
than just assemble a shadow cabinet of wisdom he tries to fathom the logic of this opposite world
where do understanding and intelligence begin and end he examines mythic fools such as cyclops and
king midas cities such as gotham archetypes including the dumb blonde and traditionally stupid
animals such as the goose the donkey and the headless chicken van boxsel posits that stupidity is a
condition for intelligence that blunders stimulate progress that failure is the basis for success in this
erudite and witty book he maintains that our culture is the product of a series of failed attempts to
comprehend stupidity
Avoiding Stupidity 1998-10 the number one international bestseller we need books like this one
psychologist steven pinker at last stupidity explained and by some of the world s smartest people
among them daniel kahneman dan ariely alison gopnik howard gardner antonio damasio aaron james
and ryan holiday stupidity is all around us from the colleagues who won t stop hitting reply all to the
former school friends posting conspiracy theories on facebook but in order to battle idiocy we must
first understand it in the psychology of stupidity some of the world s leading psychologists and thinkers
including a nobel prize winner will show you why smart people sometimes believe in utter nonsense
how our lazy brains cause us to make the wrong decisions why trying to debate with fools is a trap how
media manipulation and internet overstimulation makes us dumber why the stupidest people don t
think they re stupid as long as there have been humans there has been human stupidity but with wit
and wisdom these great thinkers can help us understand this persistent human affliction
Evolution Is Stupid! 2013-05-26 becoming a leader with purpose is a challenge even for the most



successful boss the l3 fusion leadership model outlined in this book is relatable and fun enabling you to
develop your own path to success this book will show you how to survive the stupid and ensure your
capacity as a leader is never underestimated learn how to create mental models to gain confidence in
your abilities balance work with humor and grace experience a quantum leap in your influence and
effectiveness become more holistic enriching your body mind and spirit appreciate the importance of a
supportive network
The Limits of Genius 2023-05-25 modern science on the subject says that there is a power in the
universe this power lies within the matter that exists in its domain which is a physical or natural object
now it is this power that enables every physical to resist any change in its present state of existence or
state of motion to be precise they say that this power is inertia a sort of inertness and source of this
power is within every physical existence but it appears that the source of this power of a physical
existence is somewhere else in the universe but power of the matrix is concentrated within a single
object and the object is observer that is you so whatever you observe in this nature you observe it
because and only because you are allowed to observe it as if human senses like vision or touch etc gifts
of god to humankind are nothing but absolute limits the matrix is so powerful in this universe that
without even applying any real trick within an interval of 90 billion light years expense of the
observable universe to 10 32 cm planck length far smaller than an atom in space and in the interval of
13 7 billion years age of the universe to 10 44 seconds or planck time in time it creates particles within
the particle structures within the structure chaos within the chaos even worlds within the worlds
The Encyclopaedia of Stupidity 2005-01-01 critics often warn that american schools are failing and
that our students are ill prepared for the challenges the future holds and may even be the dumbest
generation we can think of these claims as warning about a stupidity epidemic this essay begins by
tracing the history of the idea of that american students teachers and schools are somehow getting
worse the record shows that critics have been issuing such warnings for more than 150 years it then
examines four sets of data that speak to whether educational deterioration is taking place first data on
educational attainment show a clear trend more students are getting more education second
standardized test scores suggest that american students are performing somewhat better certainly
most test scores do not indicate that students are getting worse third measures of popular knowledge
also show evidence of improvement fourth there is clear evidence that iq scores have been rising in
other words the best available evidence fails to support claims about a stupidity epidemic the essay
then turns to exploring several reasons why belief in educational decline is so common and concludes
by suggesting some more useful ways to think about educational problems the goal of this new unique
series is to offer readable teachable thinking frames on today s social problems and social issues by
leading scholars all in short 60 page or shorter formats and available for view on routledge
customgateway com routledge social issues html for instructors teaching a wide range of courses in
the social sciences the routledge social issues collection now offers the best of both worlds originally
written short texts that provide overviews to important social issues as well as teachable excerpts from
larger works previously published by routledge and other presses
The Psychology of Stupidity 2020-10-01 a serious attempt to understand a common phenomenon from
the author of the nature of human intelligence psychology today one need not look far to find
breathtaking acts of stupidity committed by people who are smart or even brilliant the behavior of
clever individuals from presidents to prosecutors to professors is at times so amazingly stupid as to
seem inexplicable why do otherwise intelligent people think and behave in ways so stupid that they
sometimes destroy their livelihoods or even their lives this is an investigation of psychological research
to see what it can tell us about stupidity in everyday life the contributors to the volume scholars in
various areas of human intelligence present examples of people messing up their lives and offer
insights into the reasons for such behavior from a variety of perspectives the contributors discuss the
nature and theory of stupidity how stupidity contributes to stupid behavior whether stupidity is
measurable while many millions of dollars are spent each year on intelligence research and testing to
determine who has the ability to succeed next to nothing is spent to determine who will make use of
their intelligence and not squander it by behaving stupidly the contributors focus on the neglected side
of this discussion reviewing the full range of theory and research on stupid behavior and analyzing
what it tells us about how people can avoid stupidity and its devastating consequences marvelous
devilishly clever and culturally timely book a fascinating exploration choice easily readable and well
referenced may provide just enough momentum for change international journal of intelligence
Stupid Gone Viral 2020 modern science on the subject says that there is a power in the universe this
power lies within the matter that exists in its domain which is a physical or natural object now it is this
power that enables every physical to resist any change in its present state of existence or state of
motion to be precise they say that this power is inertia a sort of inertness and source of this power is
within every physical existence but it appears that the source of this power of a physical existence is
somewhere else in the universe but power of the matrix is concentrated within a single object and the
object is observer that is you so whatever you observe in this nature you observe it because and only
because you are allowed to observe it as if human senses like vision or touch etc gifts of god to
humankind are nothing but absolute limits the matrix is so powerful in this universe that without even
applying any real trick within an interval of 90 billion light years expense of the observable universe to
10 32 cm planck length far smaller than an atom in space and in the interval of 13 7 billion years age
of the universe to 10 44 seconds or planck time in time it creates particles within the particle
structures within the structure chaos within the chaos even worlds within the worlds
Absolute Motion 2015-01-31 a humorous takeoff on science texts and lab manuals



The Stupidity Epidemic 2012-08-06 it is back to class for all of us we have forgotten so much of what
we were taught as we grew up no not what we were taught in public and private schools what we are
forgetting everything taught from the bible all of those lessons taught to us in church and sunday
school pertaining to the scriptures seem to have vanished from out minds so it is time for us to return
back to school and learn the values and morals that god had left us in scripture the dean of the school
is god and our professor is jesus christ we have many other teachers at the school including moses
david and the 11 disciples welcome to class inspiration 1 01 you will have 66 books for your study
material so let s get started as professor christ enters the classroom
Why Smart People Can Be So Stupid 2002-04-01 new edition the study of human stupidity is not a
new science but it certainly makes fascinating reading an interesting thing about the human race is
that if there is a way to screw up someone will eventually stumble upon it enter the fool by the author
of the pattaya best seller money number one this the sequel to a fool in paradise adding a further 32
stories to the colourful tapestry that is pattaya thailand in the opinion of many people including the
author pattaya is the most wonderful place on the planet as with a fool in paradise the stories are all
true or based on true events a brief history of pattaya takes a lighthearted look at what the history
books don t tell you whereas miss goodbar offers advice to foreign men on how to choose woo and
cohabit with their thai dream girl boys at play is the unofficial unauthorized and unholy account of one
holiday of lifetime when you take six mischievous aussie mates add ten days of unsupervised freedom
and put them together in south east asia s number one party town you get a true adventure of
unbelievable proportions full of fun laughter love sex and tragedy why tragedy because none of them
could ever speak about it except amongst themselves apart from one photograph this remains the only
record of their tale so pull up a chair take your shoes off and relax for your reading pleasure the fool is
back
Absolute Motion 2015-02-17 never kiss a rattlesnake put on the parachute before jumping from the
plane don t bring your dog along if you re going to rob a bank these seem like obvious enough
strategies but unfortunately we seem to be a race of rattlesnake kissers duh the stupid history of the
human race is a hilarious collection of the stupid things that people do even the really smart people
part 1 the stupid chronicles details the unbelievably idiotic things people have done organized by such
topics as politics history sports arts science and dumb plays in the face of fate part 2 everything you
always wanted to know about stupidity but were too smart to ask looks at the track record of human
stupidity in all its dumb glory and part 3 how to destupify offers tongue in cheek advice on how to
avoid ending up in a future edition of the book
Science Made Stupid 1985 this book is in the form of an imagined dialogue in which author a l
kitselman answers questions argues and provokes to deepen the reader s understanding of all the
issues explored throughout kitselman challenges the impact vested interests on modern scientific
research and mathematics as well as exploring the limitations of all modern forms of government first
published in 1962 the themes explored as just as relevant today from the back cover if you feel that the
world is a mess and that perhaps you too are a mess welcome a democracy is governed by persons who
are elected by the average and the foolish and perhaps a few of the wise such people are sometimes
called the people s choice it seems to me that a large majority of the citizens in any country are
actively dissatisfied with the way things are being run with present governments discontent seems to
be the rule rather than the exception as i think about all this i find myself amazed that i and all the
other people in the world have put up with such childish forms of government for so long how could we
have been so stupid
Epidemic Stupidity 2007-04 not just another book from the smartest man alive inside the origins of
mankind understanding human instincts people with extraordinary abilities prophets the good the bad
and the ugly the definition of religion how all these religions got here what all religions have in
common faith in science the birth of the universe the creation of the world and even what really
happened to the dinosaurs
The Fool is Back 2023-10-09 scientific illustration is a discipline that proves a desire to learn about the
world and record the unknown or recently discovered i am of the opinion that art and science should
always be brought closer together i applaud those who find efficient ways to construct work that
requires the self education of several disciplines and skills this book does indeed attempt to combine
art and science but in the worst way ever i have taken a scientific achievement and turned it into post
modern art which was then turned into a pointless coffee table book there are 100 illustrations in this
book which are filled with absolute fluff these are the rantings of a drunk man talking to his internet
friends you will get nothing out of this except a few giggles and possibly satisfaction that you bought a
pointless icebreaker for parties
Duh! 2000-09-01 stupid people are everywhere constantly ruining everything politics religion science
and social interactions are broken by stupid behavior so often that good sense is the exception rather
than the rule in any of them sometimes we are the stupid people doing all of that even the allegedly
brightest among you have likely reduced much of the world down to an overly simplistic all or nothing
mentality that will only get you so far at most to the presidency this book is evidence free refusing to
scare you with any pesky research that you will not understand after luring you in i will kick you in the
pants and insult you mercilessly because nobody else has ever told you the plain old truth about
anything seriously somebody should tell you no and mean it at least once a day if you are already a
parent who really takes part in raising kids you can disregard this last part this book refuses to fix you
because digits and pieces of paper do not do such things instead i will explain why you may be
unhappy due to your unquestioning acceptance of incredibly stupid childish assumptions if you are



unhappy you may find reasons for happiness here but that will be mainly because you will notice how
much better you feel after the kicks in the butt have stopped
There Are (No) Stupid Questions ... In Science 1901 法然聖人が提唱し親鸞聖人が実践した 愚者 という生き方は わたしたちに多くのヒン
トを与えてくれる 愚 をキーワードに 西本願寺24代門主が わかりやすく説く宗祖 親鸞の教え 本書は まるで末法の時代の人々のように 不安の日々を暮らす現代人にとっての人生の書である
Hello Stupid 2017-06-18 why is stupidity sublime what is the value of a dialectics of ignorance for
analysts and academics knowing nothing staying stupid draws on recent research to provide a
thorough and illuminating evaluation of the status of knowledge and truth in psychoanalysis adopting a
lacanian framework dany nobus and malcolm quinn question the basic assumption that knowledge is
universally good and describe how psychoanalysis is in a position to place forms of knowledge in a
dialectical relationship with non knowledge blindness ignorance and stupidity the book draws out the
implications of a psychoanalytic theory of knowledge for the practices of knowledge construction
acquisition and transmission across the humanities and social sciences the book is divided into two
sections the first section addresses the foundations of a psychoanalytic approach to knowledge as it
emerges from clinical practice whilst the second section considers the problems and issues of applied
psychoanalysis and the ambiguous position of the analyst in the public sphere subjects covered include
the logic of psychoanalytic discovery creative knowledge production and institutionalised doctrine the
desire to know versus the fall of knowledge epistemological regression and the problem of applied
psychoanalysis this provocative discussion of the dialectics of knowing and not knowing will be
welcomed by practicing psychoanalysts and students of psychoanalytic studies but also by everyone
working in the fields of social science philosophy and cultural studies
Stupid People Are Smarter Than You Think! 2015-01-05 an a to z treasury of dumb disastrous and
hard to believe human behavior from the new york times bestselling author of stupid history a doctor s
actual diagnostic notation the patient is married but sexually active shooting reported at firing range
the state columbia south carolina august 4 2006 arrested for public urination in bowling green ohio mr
joshua pees the sentinel tribune bowling green ohio september 5 2001 from absurd 911 calls to
presidential philosophizing and foolish felons leland gregory generates the best laughs by exposing the
worst of human nature this best of collection features fifty percent new material and fifty percent fan
favorites arranged alphabetically by topic and because the stories gregory chronicles are just that
unbelievable each anecdote quote or factoid is presented with relevant background information
including its verified news source
Unscientific Illustrations 2017-12-06 stopping losses from accidental and malicious actions around the
world users cost organizations billions of dollars due to simple errors and malicious actions they
believe that there is some deficiency in the users in response organizations believe that they have to
improve their awareness efforts and making more secure users this is like saying that coalmines
should get healthier canaries the reality is that it takes a multilayered approach that acknowledges
that users will inevitably make mistakes or have malicious intent and the failure is in not planning for
that it takes a holistic approach to assessing risk combined with technical defenses and
countermeasures layered with a security culture and continuous improvement only with this kind of
defense in depth can organizations hope to prevent the worst of the cybersecurity breaches and other
user initiated losses using lessons from tested and proven disciplines like military kill chain analysis
counterterrorism analysis industrial safety programs and more ira winkler and dr tracy celaya s you
can stop stupid provides a methodology to analyze potential losses and determine appropriate
countermeasures to implement minimize business losses associated with user failings proactively plan
to prevent and mitigate data breaches optimize your security spending cost justify your security and
loss reduction efforts improve your organization s culture business technology and security
professionals will benefit from the information provided by these two well known and influential
cybersecurity speakers and experts
Stupid People and Why You Cannot Have Nice Things 2020-11-17 from the author of the
international bestseller debt the first 5 000 years comes a revelatory account of the way bureaucracy
rules our lives where does the desire for endless rules regulations and bureaucracy come from how did
we come to spend so much of our time filling out forms and is it really a cipher for state violence to
answer these questions the anthropologist david graeber one of our most important and provocative
thinkers traces the peculiar and unexpected ways we relate to bureaucracy today and reveals how it
shapes our lives in ways we may not even notice though he also suggests that there may be something
perversely appealing even romantic about bureaucracy leaping from the ascendance of right wing
economics to the hidden meanings behind sherlock holmes and batman the utopia of rules is at once a
powerful work of social theory in the tradition of foucault and marx and an entertaining reckoning with
popular culture that calls to mind slavoj zizek at his most accessible an essential book for our times the
utopia of rules is sure to start a million conversations about the institutions that rule over us and the
better freer world we should perhaps begin to imagine for ourselves
愚の力 2009-10 in the past two decades the rise of a particular commonplace in public debate has
emerged on both the left and the right the threat of the stupid far from a throwaway ad hominem
stupidity has become a key trope for both explaining and criticising the election results culture wars
and the advances of post truth but how do we negotiate the stupid in a meaningful way does critique
and resistance depend on the mobilisation of intellect and what does the prevalence of stupidity as a
commonplace suggest about the risks of such a mobilisation what are the resources to work through it
outside of condemnation or insult taking the stupid as a primary figure in today s cultural rhetoric tom
grimwood uses internet memes film and media alongside philosophical inquiry to present a series of
interventions in the assumptions of what makes the stupid dangerous and how to move beyond these



assumptions into effective resistance
Knowing Nothing, Staying Stupid 2013-02-01
“The” Quarterly Journal of Science 1875
"S" Is for Stupid 2010-10-01
You CAN Stop Stupid 2020-12-08
The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art 1876
The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science, Art, and Finance 1878
The Utopia of Rules 2016-02-23
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